Your love is saving babies & souls!

Legislation will not stop unplanned pregnancies! As the fight for life rages in state courtrooms, Pre-Born! Pregnancy Clinics continue to lead the nation in compassionate, Christ-centered empowerment of women facing unplanned pregnancies.
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All gifts to Pre-Born! are tax deductible.
For 16 years Pre-Born! has established a strong Clinic presence in the highest abortion states (see graphic below). Now, post-Roe, these same states are the destinations for abortion-seeking women from around the country. We want Pre-Born! Pregnancy Clinics to be the first to receive women with loving, open arms, and we are strategically positioned to reach more abortion-minded women than ever. But we need your help to care for the growing number of women looking for help in states like those shown below. Will you consider giving so moms will have the opportunity to choose life?